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PART I 
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 
How far is free improvisation from us? We see children humming songs of their own. 
Some parents are surprised to find that their little ones can play melodies on a toy piano. 
When studying world music traditions, ethnomusicologists find that musicians in non-
Western cultures are often good improvisers. They can improvise a piece without any 
sheet music. If you give them a theme or title, their improvisation almost sounds like it is 
pre-composed. Jazz musicians, considered to be “composers in the moment,” have been 
improvising since the very beginning of jazz history. Moreover, the ability to improvise 
is not the exclusive right of children or musicians from traditions other than Western 
classical music. As a matter of fact, a surprising portion of the works of J. S. Bach and 
W.A. Mozart were improvised. Robert Levin suggests that unlike musicians in the 
twentieth century, who have been trained to “try piously to observe the written testament 
of the composer,”1 musicians in the eighteenth century were both composers and 
performers. The musical convention has changed so drastically that we may be blind of 
the fact that a significant portion of the “classical repertoire” today was originally 
improvised music. Based on Mozart’s family correspondence and surviving sources, 
Levin points out that Mozart improvised accompaniments to the orchestral tuttis in piano 
																																																								
1 Robert Levin, “Improvising Mozart,” in Musical Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society, ed. Gabriel 
Solis and Bruno Nettl (Urbana-Champaign: University of Illinois Press, 2009), 143–44. 
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concertos, cadenzas, and lead-ins, modulating preludes to connect the tonalities of 
different works.2 
It seems that most of us were born with the ability to improvise, but only a few 
feel comfortable doing so. Do we lose the ability as we grow up? My answer would be 
both yes and no. Yes, because as we grow up, we grow into social conventions. We need 
rules to guide what we do and evaluate our deeds accordingly, and we no longer play 
simply to express ourselves, but rather under the gaze and judgment of others. If we are 
trained in a musical tradition that relies heavily on sheet music and emphasizes the 
importance of playing correctly, we may become less able to improvise as we receive 
more formal musical training. My answer would also be no, because no matter how old 
we are, a certain degree of playfulness is still inside. Playfulness is the nature of free 
improvisation. 
 
MY STORY 
 
When I was twelve years old, I received my first trumpet3 several hours after a huge 
earthquake occurred in my hometown of Baotou, Inner Mongolia, China. I took my first 
trumpet lesson with my father, and started the journey of making music. For quite a long 
time, playing trumpet was just a way to tell myself “I am still breathing.” I lived and 
enjoyed my life with my trumpet. That earthquake has already become a memory, but it 
also became one of the most important lessons in my life: No more fear, there was 
already enough. No more fear, there’s nothing else you can lose. Every day after the 
earthquake is a bonus, every minute in the rest of my life is a blessing. 
																																																								
2 Robert Levin, “Improvising Mozart,” 146–47. 
3 It was a Yamaha 1335 student model, silver plated, which was bought for me before I was even born. 
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The majority of the population of my hometown is Mongolian, and their musical 
practice follows the typical oral tradition: teachers instruct their students without any kind 
of written materials until the students are able to create their own music after the teachers’ 
fashion. By listening to the music a student plays, one can identify his or her teacher, for 
although the music is different, the style remains relatively fixed from generation to 
generation. For musicians in this tradition, the way to make music is to listen, feel, copy, 
and finally find one’s own voice. And that is how I started my musical training. “Play 
some happy music!” “Play something sad!” “Play a fanfare to celebrate the coming New 
Year!” “Play a rhythm pattern as if you are riding a horse!”… That was what I was asked 
to do during my lessons with my father every day. He was trying to help me make my 
music more connected with life. It was fun, and I enjoyed those lessons. I learned to 
communicate with myself and with others through music.  
I started my music career as a free improviser, but I didn’t know what “free 
improvisation” was until years later.  
 
FREE IMPROVISATION VERSUS JAZZ IMPROVISATION 
Jazz improvisers and free improvisers are both composers in the moment. They need to 
be both creative with their forms and melodies and sensitive to what is happening in the 
improvisation group. Jazz improvisation is generally understood as improvisation based 
on melodies and a set of chord changes. Jazz musicians have a lot of freedom in shaping 
their improvised solos, but they still need to follow some relatively fixed rules. Unlike 
jazz improvisation, free improvisation does not have a set of fixed rules to follow. 
Therefore, although transposition, variation, recombination, and the use of models have 
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been suggested as useful tools in teaching jazz improvisation,4 they can only serve to 
build up basic skills for free improvisers.  
I have to disagree with Trevor Barre’s understandable but somewhat parochial 
claim that “the events of the years 1966–72” in London “deserve to be acknowledged as 
the first stirrings” of the free music movement.5 This claim is understandable because 
Barre regards free music/improvisation as an innovative form of jazz,6 and this 
innovation of jazz did occur in that time and space. It is parochial because I believe free 
improvisation is much more than free jazz, although the free jazz movement might have 
influenced a certain form of free music, as Barre suggests.7 Freely improvised music has 
a much longer history than jazz because the ability to improvise with sounds and 
instruments is almost instinctual. Mongolians started to improvise long songs several 
hundred years ago, which was much earlier than the birth of jazz.  
According to Tom Hall, there are similarities between jazz improvisation and 
making breakfast: in both activities, we “combine the knowledge and skills we process 
with possibilities and materials available in the moment, and spontaneously create 
something.”8 This is true for free improvisation too, but free improvisers have many more 
possibilities and materials available. 
However, it has been noted that the boundary between jazz and free improvisation 
has been blurred with the radical development of jazz since 1960. Thomas Nunn points 
out that as jazz music moves away from “strong harmonic/melodic orientation” to 
																																																								
4 Aaron Berkowitz, The Improvising Mind: Cognition and Creativity in the Musical Moment (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2010). 
5 Trevor Barre, Beyond Jazz: Plink, Plonk, and Scratch: The Golden Age of Free Music in London 1966–72, 
Kindle edition (Improvmusic, 2015), Introduction. 
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Tom Hall, Free Improvisation: A Practical Guide (BookBaby, 2014), Kindle edition, Chapter 1. 
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explore new possibilities, the distinction becomes unimportant: “If an improviser feels 
she/he is playing jazz, then jazz it is, no matter how little it might sound like traditional 
jazz. And if an improviser identifies his music as a free improvisation (or non-idiomatic 
improvisation), so be it.”9  
 
WHY TEACH FREE IMPROVISATION? 
In recent decades, improvised music has received more and more attention as both a 
musical form and a pedagogical tool. To help readers explore their own creative 
possibilities both in life and in the arts, Stephen Nachmanovitch digs into the nature of 
improvisation by reflecting on his own experience as a free improviser and by drawing 
upon Eastern philosophies of music in his seminal work Free Play.10 His philosophical 
reflections on the sources, the works, the obstacles, and the fruits of free music are a 
source of inspiration for generations of free improvisers. Derek Bailey systematically 
investigates the nature and practice of free improvisation by drawing upon diverse music 
traditions, including Indian music, Baroque, rock, and jazz.11 Joe Morris not only 
elaborates on the properties of free music, but also provides a valuable collection of 
answers gathered from interviews with key figures in the improvisation community.12 
Patricia Campbell argues that one not only learns to improvise music, but also improvises 
to learn music, and that improvisation can be applied to the music education process in 
																																																								
9 Thomas E. Nunn, Wisdom of the Impulse: On the Nature of Musical Free Improvisation, PDF edition 
(International Improvised Music Archive, 2004), 11–12. 
10 Stephen Nachmanovitch, Free Play: Improvisation in Life and Art, Reprint edition (New York: G. P. 
Putnam’s Sons, 1991). 
11 Derek Bailey, Improvisation: Its Nature and Practice in Music, Reprint edition (New York: Da Capo 
Press, 1993). 
12 Joe Morris, Perpetual Frontier/The Properties of Free Music (Stony Creek, CT: Riti Publishing, 2012). 
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different ways.13 Edward Sarath discusses how free improvisation games can be applied 
to music theory education to build better musicianship by helping students better grasp 
the ideas of rhythms, scales, modes, pitches, and phrasing in music.14 He also provides a 
play-along CD that combines different music sources, including jazz, popular, and 
classical, so that readers can have an understanding of how the improvising process 
actually works. In presenting the counterintuitive thesis that ear training is the key to 
forming personal styles in music, Ran Blake suggests how training in improvisation can 
be perfected and applied to other musical forms.15  
Adding free improvisation ensemble courses to the curriculum is not easy. But in 
recent years, more and more college music programs, including the University of 
California at San Diego Music Department, University of Michigan School of Music, 
California Institute of the Arts, and SUNY–Stony Brook, have successfully integrated 
such courses for the benefit of their students. The California Institute of the Arts (CalArts) 
has multiple free improvisation ensembles, a couple of free improvisation-related courses, 
and graduate seminars offered each semester. When visiting CalArts in fall 2012, I 
observed Kristen Erickson’s “Improvised Music Theater” and John Lindberg’s 
“Spirituality of Improvisation,” and got the opportunity to talk and improvise with the 
students. My impression was that every student was able to improvise freely at a 
relatively high level, and they seemed to enjoy it very much. A couple of students told me 
that they all benefited from free improvisation courses and free improvisation ensembles, 
																																																								
13 Patricia Campbell, “Learning to Improvise Music, Improvising to Learn Music,” in Musical 
Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society, ed. Gabriel Solis and Bruno Nettl (Urbana-Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 2009), 119–42. 
14 Edward Sarath, Music Theory Through Improvisation: A New Approach to Musicianship Training, 1 
Pap/Com edition (New York: Routledge, 2009). 
15 Ran Blake, Primacy of the Ear (Third Stream Associates: lulu.com, 2011). 
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for they not only became more sensitive to music, but also enriched their musical 
language.  
It seems obvious that free improvisation can and should be taught (see Scott 
Thomson’s discussion on the necessity of teaching musical improvisation16 and Maud 
Hickey’s arguments against the illusion that improvisation cannot be taught17). The 
problem lies in how to teach it more effectively so that students can “get the hang” of free 
improvisation in a relatively short time period.  
             This thesis will identify some difficulties that new improvisers may encounter 
and propose a set of effective pedagogical tools as possible solutions for students and 
groups interested in exploring the beauty of free improvisation.  
As the first step, I identify six major problems that new improvisers may 
encounter from my experience as both teacher and student of free improvisation. After 
that, I look into the nature of music playing and improvisation to suggest theoretical 
solutions to these problems. Finally, I offer a set of practical exercises to tackle these 
problems.  
 
THE STATE OF THE PRESENT RESEARCH 
The nature of free improvisation limits the literature that I can use for my current study. 
Free improvisation is first and foremost a practice and is relatively difficult to theorize 
about abstractly. As David Borgo18 argues, knowledge in improvisation is impossible 
																																																								
16 Scott Thomson, “The Pedagogical Imperative of Musical Improvisation,” Critical Studies in 
Improvisation/Études Critiques En Improvisation, vol. 3, no. 2 (2007). 
17 Maud Hickey, “Can Improvisation Be ‘Taught’? A Call for Free Improvisation in Our Schools,” 
International Journal of Music Education, vol. 27, no. 4 (2009): 285–99. 
18 David Borgo, “Free Jazz in the Classroom: An Ecological Approach to Music Education,” Jazz 
Perspectives, vol. 1, no. 1 (May 2007): 61–88, doi:10.1080/17494060601061030. 
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unless embodied, situated, and distributed by both teachers and learners. With their data 
collected from two Greek universities, Wright and Kanellopoulosa demonstrate that 
teaching improvisation is an informal type of education to which practice is crucial.19 
Given the nature of this musical form, it is no wonder that the most influential studies in 
free improvisation are semi-autobiographical and practicum oriented (for example, 
Nachmanovitch’s seminal work Free Play).  
       Tom Hall’s workbook shows the conviction that free improvisation is teachable 
by providing 124 exercises for improvisers. He believes that these improvisational 
exercises can provide a focused method of exploring possibilities, give improvisers 
something to focus on during an improvisation, create group awareness, and develop a 
common musical language within the group.20 Based on the philosophy that free 
improvisation is about self-expression within a proper musical language, Hall uses a step-
by-step method in designing his exercises in order to help free improvisers build their 
basic skills and form their musical language. For example, in his “Ostinato Groove” 
exercise, one player plays a repeating pattern (ostinato) first, then the second adds a 
second ostinato to the groove, after which the rest of the players join them until all the 
players play their patterns at the same time.21 All of his 124 exercises are similarly 
organized to help beginners build a musical language step by step.22 While such exercises 
would certainly help players know how and what to express, I believe that the step-by-
step method might be a little too mechanical. As discussed in a later chapter, my 
philosophy is that the better improvisers appreciate the improviser’s freedom, the better 
																																																								
19 Ruth Wright and Panagiotis Kanellopoulos, “Informal Music Learning, Improvisation, and Teacher 
Education,” British Journal of Music Education, vol. 27, no. 1 (2010): 71–87. 
20 Hall, Free Improvisation, Chapter 3. 
21 Ibid., Chapter 4, Exercise 9. 
22 See ibid., Chapters 4–15. 
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they can improvise. Therefore, I designed my beginner’s exercises not to help players 
play comfortably by following certain steps, but to challenge them to go out of their 
comfort zone and explore new possibilities.  
     According to Alfie Cooke, in free improvisation, there are usually no “pre-
defined chord progressions,” no “harmonically-defined tonal centre,” no “pre-existing 
expectations of improvisational form,” no “pre-set time signature parameters,” and no 
“limitations.”23 Those nos point to the fact that free improvisers enjoy much more 
freedom than jazz musicians do. 
      Based on the understanding that free improvisation defies pre-existing 
frameworks, Cooke offers suggestions on how to get rid of familiar patterns when 
improvising. For example, he holds that when improvising melodically, improvisers 
should try to avoid familiar chord tones and a dependence on scales and modes.24 While 
such suggestions can help more advanced players create something new to the ear, 
thinking too much about how to avoid the familiar may paralyze new improvisers’ 
creativity. Therefore, instead of focusing on techniques for creating novel sounds, I 
design my exercises as games that acquaint new improvisers with new ideas so they can 
play with freedom. 
 
METHODOLOGY 
Given the practical nature of free improvisation, class observation and self-reflection 
were my main methods in developing and testing my solutions. My observation took 
place in music studios of the University of Kentucky, where I learned and played freely 
																																																								
23 Alfie Cooke, Beginning Free Improvisation, Kindle edition (Katali Editions Music Publishing Ltd., 
2014), “About Free Improvisation.” 
24 See ibid., “Melodic Phrase Patterns.” 
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improvised music. Also at the University of Kentucky, I created and taught the UK Free 
Improvisation Ensemble (FreeK), and after four semesters of study the ensemble 
performed at the 2014 International Society for Improvised Music conference in New 
York City. During those years, I came to recognize the six initial hurdles for new 
improvisers. My own experience as a learner and practitioner of improvised music 
formulates the solutions that I propose. The opportunities to work with renowned free 
improvisers like Ray Anderson, Markus Stockhausen, Peter Evans, Ed Sarath, Raleigh 
Dailey, and others have allowed me to hear expert opinions and collect feedback about 
the effectiveness of different pedagogical tools. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Copyright © Rui Li 2015  
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CHAPTER TWO: WHAT IS SO DIFFICULT ABOUT FREE IMPROVISATION? 
IDENTIFYING INITIAL HURDLES IN THE UNIVERSITY CLASSROOM 
The University of Kentucky School of Music provides a fertile ground for freely 
improvised music. It has a strong jazz program, a group of renowned faculty members 
specializing in all branches of musical arts, and a hospitable environment for freely 
improvised music. In spring 2011, with support and encouragement from faculty 
members, my proposal to start a free improvisation course was approved. From fall 2012 
to spring 2014, I was granted the opportunity to teach this course, which met twice a 
week, for four consecutive semesters. During this period, I had the opportunity to work 
with over thirty students from diverse backgrounds and formed the University of 
Kentucky Free Improvisation Ensemble (FreeK). Many of the ideas of this thesis were 
formed during these two years, and it was the frequent interactions with students that 
helped me identify the major problems for new improvisers. 
Although students taking the improvisation course all eventually became very 
good improvisers, in the first sessions of the course, I could always sense a certain degree 
of awkwardness. For new improvisers, especially those with a solid background in music 
training, the fact that they can play without the guidance of sheet music is more 
paralyzing than liberating. When students were asked to improvise a solo as their 
introduction to the class, only a few had a clear idea of what to play and played 
comfortably and nicely in this situation. Usually, after a moment of silence, more than 
half of the students chose to play a piece of music they already knew by heart. Others 
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chose to tell a story or recite a poem because they did not know what notes to start with 
on the musical instruments they were familiar with. Still others chose to play some 
random notes or funny sounds that completely lacked any sense of tension and release. If 
improvisation is part of our instinct, why is it so difficult and uncomfortable to start 
improvising?  
From students’ questions both in class and during office hours, I came to the 
understanding that the challenges they faced were not just about free improvisation 
technique itself. As we taught and learned from one another, I realized that there are six 
major problems for new improvisers: 1) imbalance between technique and music, 2) 
incorrect perception of limitations, 3) imbalance between rationality and emotion, 4) lack 
of enthusiasm, 5) inability to view criticism as a source of creativity, and 6) 
misunderstanding of mistakes and risks. Once these problems were addressed and 
mitigated, the class experience became a treasure for me to better help the students be 
better improvisers and musicians in general. In the remainder of this section, I will 
illustrate how each of the problems was reflected in the practice of free improvisation. 
 
IMBALANCE BETWEEN TECHNIQUE AND MUSIC 
A couple of students came to me after class, complaining that they could not make music 
as they wished. A typical complaint was “I do have melodic ideas in my head. But when 
it comes to playing on my instrument, only unexpected notes come out. Then I lose those 
ideas.” One student said: “I thought I could play all the scales: major, minor, whole tone, 
pentatonic…But in a free improve setup, the notes became individual notes, which I 
could hardly put into any scales I know.” In fact, this is not a problem that only 
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improvisers encounter. Every music student has moments when the techniques are not 
refined enough to express what they hear inside, and it is a lifelong process for all 
musicians to refine their techniques in order to make the ideal musical representation. But 
as both composers in the moment and performers, improvisers are more bothered by the 
problem of imbalance than those who play pre-composed music because they have to 
create musical ideas as they play. 
 
INCORRECT PERCEPTION OF LIMITATIONS 
A violinist came to class, only to realize that his violin had been left in the trunk of his 
wife’s car. He was upset, thinking he could not participate in that class session because 
he doesn’t play any other musical instruments. I suggested that he could try some 
percussion instruments or whatever medium he could use to make a sound. After class, he 
told me how exciting this new experience was: when he played his violin, he only tried to 
improvise with melodies. But when he was forced out of his comfort zone in the group 
improvisation, he had to listen more to how others improvise and play with different 
ideas. As a result, he came up with great rhythmic ideas that fit into the group perfectly. It 
turned out that confronting this limitation (the unavailability of the musical instrument 
that he is comfortable with) opened up new possibilities for him. He realized that violin is 
not merely a melodic string instrument and he could do much more than he had expected. 
And more importantly, he learned to listen intuitively and play with whatever he could 
find: a vacuum cleaner, a piece of paper, chairs, and so forth. 
In another class session, I gave everyone a bottle of water, and this was the only 
instrument allowed in that class. Surprisingly, it was one of the most successful sessions 
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in that semester. Because the bottle limits what musicians usually do with their 
instruments, students started to explore what kind of sound the bottle could make in every 
creative way. They learned to appreciate tiny little sounds, which greatly enhanced the 
group dynamic because they were no longer eager to express themselves with loud 
volume. Moreover, after fifteen minutes, they started to improvise stories spontaneously, 
and the group improvisation became even more dramatic.  
By viewing limitations negatively, one loses opportunities to explore new 
possibilities. Just as water flows more quickly in a channel, limitations can push 
improvisation dynamics in new and exciting directions.  
 
IMBALANCE BETWEEN RATIONALITY AND EMOTION 
Free improvisation requires the active participation of one’s rational and emotional 
faculties. Free improvisers need to exercise their reason in order to establish, identify, and 
follow structures, tonal centers, and keys. And emotion is essential to establishing 
beautiful melodic lines and dynamic patterns.  
New improvisers often go to two extremes. A student commented on her own solo 
presentation in class: “Somehow the music didn’t go as I planned. I had a clear structure 
in mind before I played. And after hitting the first note, what I did was to just follow the 
structure. I reminded myself throughout the presentation not to get off the road. But 
although the structure had been followed, the content was dry.” This student started her 
formal musical training at a very young age and is used to rigid pedagogy. As a result, it 
is difficult for her to feel comfortable without strict rules of playing. Even when she was 
improvising, she tried to plan ahead and control every moment of her solo. She felt 
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insecure without rational planning. But both the beauty and the danger of free 
improvisation lie in the fact that one cannot, and does not have to, plan everything. In 
order to improvise freely, she needed to free herself from the tyranny of reason. 
 A trombone player seemed to be at the other end of the spectrum. He was asked 
to do a five-minute solo presentation. But he called it to an end in just one minute 
because he had no endurance left after a one-minute crazy “elephant call.” This one-
minute performance was exuberant, with both varying emotions and dynamic contrasts. 
However, he was only able to tell a little portion of his story because he let the emotion 
of the moment take the lead instead of planning well. When he learned how to pace 
himself when improvising, he became a very creative improviser. 
 
LACK OF ENTHUSIASM 
To help students get an idea of free improvisation, I sometimes share a story in class and 
ask the students to feel the story and retell it with their musical instruments, I did so in 
the spring 2013 semester. It turned out that some students seemed to respond similarly to 
different stories with the same motif, improvising like machines. Their musical 
presentations showed very few dynamic contrasts. The energy map of their solos seemed 
to be a flat line. Things began to change as they learned to play their musical instruments 
like kids playing with toys after participating in some fun exercises in class. Given the 
way they were trained to present music, their initial indifference and the transformation 
were understandable. Most of the time, students were asked to give solo presentations 
during studio classes every week, which was quite stressful, and they treated the solo 
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presentation in the improvisation class similarly until they regained the original feeling of 
playing just for fun. For them, the lack of enthusiasm was actually the lack of playfulness. 
Lack of enthusiasm may also result from a lack of urge to communicate. During 
group improvisation sessions in that same semester, there were always some students 
who seemed to not want to participate much: when someone else was leading, they could 
follow a little bit. But when it came to their turn to lead, they drew back. When 
interrupted, their energy flow couldn’t continue. Those students remained inactive during 
class sessions until a surprising turning point came in April. The University of Kentucky 
Free Improvisation Ensemble held an event, “A Night for Boston and Ya’an: A Hymn for 
the Living and the Lost,” in memory of those killed in the tragedies of the Boston 
Marathon bombing and the Ya’an earthquake in China. The performance was touching, 
and every single member of the ensemble performed remarkably better. After that event, 
a student who had showed indifference during class sessions but performed touchingly in 
that event came to me and said: “This is the first time that I cried through my instrument.” 
And I realized that the reason he did not participate actively was not because he was not a 
great player or was too shy to play, but because he didn’t have a reason deep enough in 
his heart to do so. Such students need a compelling reason to begin to communicate and 
to breathe life into their music.  
 
INABILITY TO VIEW CRITICISM AS A SOURCE OF CREATIVITY 
We had discussion time in every session of the free improvisation course. Each 
performance, whether it was solo or group improvisation, brought forth comments from 
both the instructor and other students. Some students treated the criticism as door openers: 
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they became more motivated, and their improvisational language was enriched because of 
those critiques. There were also some who became frustrated after hearing the comments; 
their motivation to improve was impeded because well-intentioned criticism became a 
burden for them. 
While criticism from others can be burdensome, self-criticism is more harmful if 
not taken properly. As musicians who have worked hard for many years to develop 
virtuosity, we all have inner criticism. Free improvisation should be a process that sets 
ourselves free from the self-judgment. One should learn to play for fun instead of playing 
for perfection. There was a piano student in class who had a very strong self-judgment. 
She would stop often in the middle of playing, apologizing for the imperfect notes she 
had just played. Because of that, she could hardly complete one improvised piece. There 
is a word of wisdom that musicians often hear: “Don’t judge yourself while you’re on 
stage.” Self-criticism can ruin a performance. It is especially true in improvisation setups, 
since the musician will have to perform the double duty of composition and performance 
at the same time. One will get criticism, whether from others or from oneself, no matter 
what. A positive attitude toward criticism will make a big difference, especially when one 
is improvising. Criticism can be a source of creativity because when criticism comes, it 
often points to a new direction of music-making, and the inability to recognize the 
constructive power of criticism can quench one’s desire to express freely. 
 
MISUNDERSTANDING OF MISTAKES AND RISKS 
A trombone player in my class only played a few notes in each session. Although he is a 
fine player, he often looked nervous and shook his head a lot when it was his turn to play. 
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He told me that he was concerned about his tone color, intonation, articulation, and the 
connection between notes, almost treating his improvising performance as an orchestral 
audition. As a result, he couldn’t concentrate on the music he tried to make. When the 
music came to an exciting moment, he would choose to play simple and safe notes 
instead of letting the music take the lead. Another student could play piano almost 
flawlessly, but his wonderful musical lines could be easily interrupted by only one 
unexpected note. Sometimes he would even stop playing when this happened, but 
actually, those unexpected notes could have been a perfect transition to a different section 
and bloom later. 
In summer 2013, the UK improvisation ensemble was invited to give a 
performance as part of the “Outside of Spotlight” series in Lexington, Kentucky. That 
night our percussionist was suffering from a bad cold and started to cough loudly right 
before we started the third piece. The rest of the ensemble seized the opportunity by 
treating the cough as both a theme and a key motif. Starting with this cough, they created 
a fifteen-minute work called “Smoky,” featuring all kinds of coughs from each member. 
That night, students in the ensemble and their audience witnessed how “mistakes” can 
become a perfect transition. We would do well to remember what the great Miles Davis 
always said: “Do not fear mistakes. There are none.” 
Another lesson from that night was that taking risks together solidifies a group. 
The ensemble was able to transform what would usually be regarded as an “accident” 
into an opportunity of music-making because they had built enough mutual trust from 
weekly rehearsal and performances. They knew that unexpected things would happen 
during group improvisation, and they were willing to take risks or support their 
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colleagues who were taking risks. For free improvisers, risk is not something to avoid but 
something to embrace. 
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CHAPTER THREE: TACKLE THE PROBLEMS:  
LEARN TO APPRECIATE THE IMPROVISER’S FREEDOM 
 
To solve these problems, we should first dig into the nature of free improvisation. 
Free improvisation is an “open” form of music. As Bailey aptly describes,  
Freely improvised music, variously called “total improvisation,” ”open 
improvisation,” “free music,” or perhaps most often simply, “improvised music,” 
suffers from—and enjoys—the confused identity which its resistance to labeling 
indicates. It is a logical situation: freely improvised music is an activity which 
encompasses too many different kinds of players, too many different attitudes to 
music, too many different concepts of what improvisation is, even, for it all to be 
subsumed under one name…The lack of precision over its naming is, if anything, 
increased when we come to the thing itself. Diversity is its most consistent 
characteristic. It has no stylistic or idiomatic commitment. It has no prescribed 
idiomatic sound. The characteristics of feely improvised music are established 
only by the sonic-musical identity of the person or persons playing it.25  
 
Because of the fluidity and diversity in its nature, when it comes to the actual 
teaching of freely improvised music, the conventional misunderstanding that free 
improvisation is not teachable seems to have a certain validity. Also, since free 
improvisation is different from jazz improvisation, it does not have certain tracks to 
follow, which makes teaching free improvisation more problematic.  
The lack of fixed rules is the major challenge for new improvisers. Imagine a life 
without rules. It would be something like the open-sea experience Friedrich Nietzsche 
describes in The Gay Science: 
																																																								
25 Bailey, Improvisation, 83. 
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We have left the land and have embarked. We have burned our bridges behind 
us—indeed, we have gone farther and destroyed the land behind us. Now, little 
ship, look out! Beside you is the ocean: to be sure, it does not always roar, and at 
times it lies spread out like silk and gold and reveries of graciousness. But hours 
will come when you will realize that it is infinite and that there is nothing more 
awesome than infinity. Oh, the poor bird that felt free and now strikes the walls of 
this cage! Woe, when you feel homesick for the land as if it had offered more 
freedom—and there is no longer any “land.” 26  
 
When freed from rules, the vast possibilities ahead can be both exciting and 
horrifying. Nietzsche’s solution for the “free spirits” is to learn to dare to reevaluate all 
values. Likewise, for new improvisers, the solution might be to learn to dare to create 
one’s own rules and to develop one’s personal styles along the way. The key is how to 
deal with, play with, and come to enjoy this newly found freedom. It is all about 
establishing and trespassing rules, as well as knowing and utilizing one’s limitations. 
The six initial hurdles are connected to the improviser’s freedom in different ways. 
The imbalance between technique and music is a prominent problem for free improvisers 
precisely because they are freed from notated music. What is on the sheet music clearly 
points to what the technique requirements are and how the music should be played. Pre-
composed music is a solid ground upon which players build their musical representations. 
Free improvisers are liberated from the limitations set by notated music; in the meantime, 
they are severed from the solid ground. Like sailors on the open sea, they need to be 
much more sensitive to the subtle balance. Good sailors know their ship and the ocean 
well; good improvisers know the nature of both the technique and the music. To tackle 
the problem of imbalance, we can spell out what technique and musical ideas can do and 
concretize those understandings through exercises. 
																																																								
26 Friedrich Nietzsche, The Gay Science: With a Prelude in Rhymes and an Appendix of Songs, trans. 
Walter Kaufmann, 1st edition (New York: Vintage, 1974), 180–81. 
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The appreciation of the improviser’s freedom can dispel one’s incorrect 
perception of limitations. In traditional music education, unrefined technique, 
nontraditional musical instruments, and an unwelcome environment are problems and 
limitations that need to be overcome, but free improvisers can liberate themselves from 
those limitations by exploiting them for their own use. Limitations can become new 
sources of inspiration and diversity because paradoxically, we are more creative when not 
faced with infinity. Limitations set a boundary for us in the sea of infinite possibilities, 
and when we are forced to create a structure because of those limitations, this structure 
actually stimulates spontaneity. Therefore, the key to this specific problem lies in the 
exercise of creative thinking: to think beyond limitations and transform them into 
opportunities of creativity. 
Although free improvisers are presented with immense possibilities, their freedom 
is not without limits. How much they can achieve with this freedom depends on how well 
they master their rational and emotional faculties. Liberated from the tyranny of pre-
composed structures and musical ideals, free improvisers have to come up with their own. 
They have to learn to be masters, and the process starts from self-mastery. Playing with 
the city-soul analogy in The Republic, Plato defines justice thus: “each individual should 
be put to the use for which nature intended him, one to one work, and then everyone 
would do his own business, and be one and not many,”27an analogy describing what a 
well-ordered mind should be like: the rational part rules like the philosopher-king, the 
spirited part guards like soldiers, and the appetitive part obeys like the masses. Although 
we don’t have to be committed to his whole theory of the tripartite soul or accept the 
																																																								
27 Plato, The Republic (CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2014), 70. 
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hierarchical relationship he prescribes, we have to admit that there is wisdom in the 
discourse of this great promoter of the ethics of self-mastery: a well-ordered mind will 
have a natural balance of the soul’s parts. Free improvisers need a balance between 
reason and emotions: rational planning is needed, but the plan should not be so rigid as to 
confine the expression of emotions; neither should the plan be so loose as to allow 
whimsical outbursts of emotions. Therefore, helpful exercises in this regard would 
motivate new improvisers to discover what they need to improve and train them to plan 
or express better accordingly.  
Another problem that new improvisers often encounter is that they are not 
motivated to improvise passionately. A potential lack of enthusiasm has its roots in the 
incomplete understanding of the charms and power of the improviser’s freedom. As a 
musical form, freely improvised music encompasses the most diverse range of genres for 
its practitioners to play with. Once they come to recognize the immense possibilities that 
they can play with, new improvisers hopefully become more enthusiastic about what they 
can do. So, the key is to add the element of playfulness by showing some creative 
musical ideas available to free improvisers. In the setting of group improvisation, the idea 
is to help them appreciate the creativity and novelty that other improvisers show and to 
help them join a healthy conversation with others so that they can play together. 
Furthermore, new improvisers need to have a taste of the expressive power of 
improvisation. They need to be motivated by compelling reasons to communicate and 
learn how to enter a healthy conversation with their improvising partners. 
Although new improvisers are both freed from pre-composed music and free to 
cross boundaries between musical genres, they may still remain in the chains of criticism 
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and self-criticism. As musicians, many new improvisers have been trained for perfection. 
The pursuit of perfection according to a fixed set of rules can sometimes lead to legalistic 
self-criticism, which does even more harm to freely improvised music than to 
performances based on pre-composed music. New improvisers have to come to a fuller 
understanding of the freedom they now have: they are free to redefine the criteria of 
perfection, and criticism can point to new directions of creativity. 
With the improviser’s freedom, mistakes and risks can be redefined. New 
improvisers need to reevaluate the value of mistakes and risks. Conventional wisdom 
considers mistakes as things that go wrong and do not meet conventional expectations. 
But flouting conventional expectations is what free spirits do. Therefore, in freely 
improvised music, mistakes are a treasure yet to be utilized, and risks are opportunities 
yet to be seized. 
In fact, the initial hurdles that new improvisers encounter result from the immense 
possibilities opened by the diverse and fluid musical form of free improvisation. Maybe 
Nietzsche’s call “Reevaluate all values!” is what we need to answer as free improvisers. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: TACKLE THE PROBLEMS: EXERCISES 
In a typical semester, my free improvisation course covers eleven topics: freedom 
and playfulness (freeing oneself from conventions by playing with novel musical ideas), 
group dynamics (listening to others in group settings and contributing as one sees fit), 
lights and colors (improvising with the assistance of visual arts), meditation (relax your 
body and get into moods for improvisation), smelling the notes (improvising with the 
assistance of olfactory arts), different energy (appreciating how different energy levels 
can contribute to creative improvisation), risk and trust (learning to embrace risks and 
build mutual trust in group improvisation), the power of limitations (exploring how one’s 
limitations can become a source of new ideas), the loving marriage between technique 
and music (balance “what you want to play” and “what you can play”), lessons from life 
(life can teach us a lot: all kinds of sound and touching stories), and life and stage (a class 
with guest speaker Raleigh Dailey sharing his stories as a free improvisation pianist on- 
and offstage). Every topic comes with reading materials and practical exercises and is 
specifically designed to deal with one or more of the above-mentioned hurdles. New 
York jazz trombonist Ray Anderson, the director of jazz studies at SUNY–Stony Brook, 
gave me great help as my mentor during my two-year study at Stony Brook School of 
Music. While I was proposing the free improvisation course at the University of 
Kentucky School of Music, Anderson also gave me generous support by sending his 
course materials from New York and sharing his teaching experience. Many of the 
exercises that I use in my course were created under his influence. 
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In my class, students were asked to do solo and group improvisation. I encouraged 
students to improvise as groups because I believe that like language, music is a social 
convention. Just as there is no private language, there is no private music. Making sounds 
does not equal being musical. A sound must be contextualized to be more than a noise. 
Davey Williams makes the claim that the audible world is “an ongoing musical 
environment” because there is “an inherent musicality in any juxtaposition of sounds, 
which is independent of our tastes and definitions of music.”28 But the problem is how to 
bring the inherent musicality out. This requires that we give meanings to these 
juxtapositions of sounds by putting them in a context, and the best way is to make music-
making a communal enterprise. As performers respond to one another during group 
improvisation, each one of them has to find musicality in the sounds he or she hears and 
contribute to it. Both theorists and practitioners of free improvisation emphasize the 
importance of group practice. Answering John Dewey’s call of “realizing democracy”29 
within the educational process, Lee Higgins and Patricia Campbell design twenty-one 
group “events” or exercises to introduce young musicians to the realm of free 
improvisation. Recognizing the power of the group through years of improvisation 
experience, renowned improviser Ed Sarath uses the game of “wheel of duets” as a 
pedagogical tool. Students sit in a circle, and each pairs with another to improvise a short 
duet. By doing so, students can learn to listen intently and improve their improvisation 
skills as they enjoy and comment on the duets.30  
																																																								
28 Davey Williams, Solo Gig: Essential Curiosities in Musical Free Improvisation (CreateSpace 
Independent Publishing Platform, 2011), 7. 
29 Lee Higgins and Patricia Shehan Campbell, Free to Be Musical: Group Improvisation in Music (Lanham, 
MD: R&L Education, 2010), 3. 
30 Sarath, Music Theory Through Improvisation, 3–4. 
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During my visit to CalArts in fall 2012, I had a wonderful conversation with 
improviser and harpist Susie Allan, who was teaching the course of  “Free Improvised 
Ensemble” at that time, about creating exercises for my free improvisation courses. The 
answer to my question was “Games, kids’ games. I use those for my students no matter if 
they are beginners or advanced players. Games always work!” Improviser and music 
educator Jeffrey Agrell holds a similar opinion. He includes in his fifty-six-page book 
Improv Games for One a number of games for classically trained musicians to play and 
challenges them to “think in music” and actually play music for fun.31  
          The readings and exercises I used in class proved to be effective tools: by the last 
class session, when students made their final presentation of improvised music, the 
awkwardness in the first sessions was almost completely gone. And the final 
performances were an enjoyment for both the students and their audience. Better still, a 
select group of students even performed at the 2014 Conference of the International 
Society for Improvised Music (ISIM).  
In the rest of this section, I will discuss how I tried to tackle each of the six initial 
hurdles with the following sets of exercises.  
 
Imbalance between Technique and Music. Free improvisers are granted the 
freedom to express whatever musical ideas they have. Yet for some, the expression of 
ideas is often hindered by the limited techniques they have on their instruments; for 
others, the confidence in and eagerness to display one’s techniques obstruct the 
spontaneity of musical ideas. To help new improvisers find a balance between the two, I 
																																																								
31 Jeffrey Agrell, Improv Games for One: A Very Concise Collection of Musical Games for One Classical 
Musician/G7747 (Chicago: GIA Publications, 2009). 
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usually start with how technique and music function differently in free improvisation. I 
include the following chart32 on the course handout, followed by some simple exercises 
so that students can realize the difference and improve their music-making skills. 
 
Table 1  Technique and Music 
 Technique Music 
Source Imitation  Inspiration 
Mode of existence Past Present 
Knowledge What you know; is known What you don’t know 
Risk Low High 
Led by Intellect Emotion 
Method  Analytical Intuitive 
Mode of thinking Left brain Right brain 
Analogous to Language-learning, to-do list Poetry, novels, preaching. 
What is being trained Ears, fingers, lips, eyes Heart  
Characteristic Yang (overt) Yin (hidden) 
Method of learning Study Play 
Coming from Exercise Creation 
 
 
 
 
																																																								
32 This chart is based on Professor Ray Anderson’s course material for Graduate Improvisation at the State 
University of New York–Stony Brook.  
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Exercises:  
1. Do not consider practice as merely a means to acquire the necessary skills to 
produce art. When practicing, think of practice itself as the art. Practice as if you are in a 
meditation session. If what you are practicing is boring you, change it. 
2. Play a concerto or sonata and record yourself. Improvise a solo and record 
yourself. What differences can you find? 
 3. Turn off the lights, and 1) feel your breath, 2) feel the silence, 3) feel every 
part of your body, 4) feel your instrument as if it is an extension of your body, 5) follow 
the music, and let the sound or silence happen by itself. 
4. Solo: start with a long note (G in the staff), try to make music from this one 
note, and then have a simple theme and explore ways of improvising on it. 
 
Incorrect Perceptions of Limitations. The following exercises may help new 
improvisers feel more comfortable when facing limitations and challenges and transform 
limitations into opportunities. 
Exercises: 
1. Play a solo with only one finger/one string/one breath… 
2. Play a solo with someone else’s instrument, or something that is not even 
considered a musical instrument. 
3. Repeat exercises 1 and 2 in a group. 
4. Play a solo within an octave. 
5. Play a single note over and over again for at least five minutes. See how much 
variation (rhythmic, dynamic, tone color, etc.) you can make out of this single note. 
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6. Play a piece with no specific pitches. In other words, improvise sonically. 
 
Imbalance between Rationality and Emotion. The training to balance the rational 
and emotional elements usually takes a long period of time. The following exercises are 
designed to train both new and advanced improvisers to be more sensitive to the balance. 
Exercises: 
1. Record and transcribe a piece you have improvised. Analyze it and list other 
possible options in each transitional section of the piece. Compose a structured 
improvisation work based on that. 
2. Listen to a piece of music from the emotional point of view. Concentrate on the 
energy flow. 
3. Limited-time improvisation: play a one-minute, three-minute, and five-minute 
improvised solo without watching the time. Ask someone else to time it for you. 
Concentrate on the form of the piece. Be sensitive to different lengths of time. Pay 
attention to how you begin and develop the piece. Be sensitive when the ending comes.  
 
Lack of Enthusiasm. Emphasizing the element of playfulness and cultivating the 
willingness to communicate might be a cure for unenthusiastic improvisers. Once they 
realize that they have strong ideas to express and that they are free to play with almost 
any ideas as they improvise, they can be more motivated to explore new possibilities.  
Exercise I: Playfulness 
1. Walk around the room, point at something, and call it something else LOUDLY!  
  Example: point at a chair and say “Dog!” 
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2. Play the ugliest sound possible from your instrument, and see what you and 
your improvising partner can do with it. 
3. Play a one-minute solo based on randomly picked topics. 
4. Lights: turn off the lights to see if you sound different in the dark.  
5. Improvisation with visual arts: associate sound, pitches, chords, and scales with 
colors and images. Let the color guide the improvisation. In other words, improvise like 
visual artists. Paint with sound. 
6. Olfactory arts: associate improvising techniques with different perfume scents. 
1) Play a one-session solo, inspired by what you just smelled. Play a two-session solo 
following two different aromas, and pay attention to the transition. 2) With a few scented 
candles lit in the room, try a group improvisation. 3) Listen to some music and try to 
imagine how it should smell. 
 
Exercise II: Communication 
1. Find another musician in this class, and form a free improvisation duo. Meet 
for at least one hour every week outside class. 
2. As you play in the duo, play as if you are in the middle of a conversation: by 
exchanging ideas and feelings, the two of you are creating a language together. Therefore, 
1) Always listen and feel the group rhythm, color, space, and motif during this 
improvised conversation; 2) Support or expand your partner’s musical ideas by supplying 
counterpoint, playing with new ideas, or leading a transition; 3) Learn to appreciate silent 
moments; 4) Find your role in the duo. 
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Inability to View Criticism as a Source of Creativity. The goal is to guide new 
improvisers to view criticism from a positive perspective.  
Exercises: 
1. Play a continuous solo and do not stop, no matter what happens. 
2. Improvise a piece and record and transcribe it. List the reasons you like it and 
how you would want it to be improved. Make it a habit to only judge your performance 
afterward. 
3. Collect comments and criticisms from as many listeners as possible. 
Summarize them, and find out the most important area of improvement. Remember, the 
beauty of improvisation is not in how perfect a work can be. You can always make it 
better by improvising a new piece.  
 
Misunderstanding of Mistakes and Risks. The obsession with playing safely and 
flawlessly is an archenemy of music-making in general and free improvisation in 
particular. One has to take risks in order to be creative. Much of the magic of a successful 
improvisation, particularly in a group, but also in a solo, is simply to say “YES” to 
everything that happens.  
Exercises: 
1. Play the first few bars of a familiar concerto or sonata, then improvise 
afterward. 
2. Use a motif or a key you have never used before; make a small piece out of it. 
3. Play the ugliest sound possible from your instrument and use it as a beginning 
point to make music. 
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4. If you think you’ve made a mistake, do not stop playing. Instead, start a new 
idea from that mistake. 
5. Find a friend to interrupt your playing at an awkward moment, and grab that 
interruption as your new theme, but go back to your original story in the end. 
6. Improvise on a “prepared” musical instrument, for example a trumpet with a 
stuck valve; a piano with only black keys; an out-of-tune violin; a classical guitar with 
only three strings. 
7. Switch between different instruments often during a performance and try to 
keep the same story going. 
 
           The above exercises are created to help students with problems they may face 
when improvising. I would rather call most of them “games” instead of “exercises,” 
simply because they are fun to play and can help students feel the freedom without 
thinking too much when performing. 
            Some of the exercises are easy to execute, and work right away. An example is 
the first exercises on “Playfulness”: Walk around the room, point at something, and call 
it something else LOUDLY! It is very easy yet fun to do, which will help the students 
relax and get into the zone in three minutes. This exercise works especially well in the 
beginning of each semester, when it serves as the ice-breaking game for the class. 
Another example is the exercise of “improvising on a ‘prepared’ musical instrument.” 
This exercises asks students to play with instruments like a trumpet with a stuck valve, a 
piano with only black keys, an out-of-tune violin, and a classical guitar with only three 
strings. In this exercise, students do not need to worry about mistakes at all, and this 
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gives them the freedom to do whatever they feel like with the “prepared” instrument. 
With this exercise, one can get energetic performances with great dynamic contrasts and 
rhythmic ideas in them.  
           However, it could take a long time for students to understand some other exercises. 
For instance, the first exercise from Imbalance between Technique and Music is a 
difficult one. The exercise reads Do not consider practice as merely a means to acquire 
the necessary skills to produce art. When practicing, think of practice itself as the art. 
Practice as if you are in a meditation session. If what you are practicing is boring you, 
change it. Typical college students are always under pressure to practice for studio 
lessons, master classes, juries, recitals, and all kinds of competitions. Very often, they can 
fall into the trap of only refining the notes in the practice session. To treat practice itself 
as art is not easy, but in the long run, it can help students become more sensitive and 
professional as artists, whether they are onstage or not.  
           Every student is unique. Students have different backgrounds, play on different 
instruments, and have different characters. Because of that, we can and sometimes must 
design some exercises specifically for them to solve their own problems and help them 
become better improvisers and musicians in general.  
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CHAPTER FIVE: THE UNIVERSITY FREE IMPROVISATION ENSEMBLE 
              On February 21, 2011, I did my very first DMA recital with pianist Dr. Raleigh 
Dailey in the Singletary Center for Arts Recital Hall. What we performed was not 
standard trumpet and piano repertoire; it was a program with structured improvisation 
and free improvisation titled Earthquake, Bamboo, and Candle’s Life. Surprisingly, we 
had a big audience, and people seemed to like the program very much. Tuba professor 
Skip Gray came backstage and expressed how much he enjoyed the performance, and 
said he would love to see more music of this type on campus. Professor Miles Osland had 
helped me with the stage setup and lent me his PA system for Bamboo. Some students 
talked to me after the recital, showing great interest in freely improvised music, and 
asked if we could improvise together. Later, many of them took my courses and became 
University of Kentucky Free Improvisation Ensemble members. 
             After the recital, I started to improvise with Dr. Dailey on a weekly basis, and 
also started to write my proposal for a free improvisation course. I believed the course 
would provide a stage for students who want to explore the beauty of improvisation so 
they can enhance the relationship with their instruments and enjoy the freedom in music-
making. Dr. Dailey and Professor Miles Osland greatly supported my idea, and helped 
me with the syllabus and course materials. 
             Finally, in summer 2012, a new course called “Free Improvisation” was added to 
the University of Kentucky School of Music chamber music courses. This course met 
every Monday and Wednesday evening. I announced the news as soon as the course was 
listed on the website, and two students who went to my free improvisation recital called 
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me right away. Later, I sent the course description to studio professors and asked them to 
pass along the information to their students. Before the first class session, I already had 
seven students signed up for the course, and the instruments they played included guitar, 
trumpet, piano, violin, bassoon, and percussion. Each semester, I organized three or four 
performances for the student group. It was very interesting to see that there were always 
audience members signing up for the course the following semester.  
             I did not worry much about the instrumentation of the ensemble, for I believe any 
instrument combination is able to make good music. But it is true that a very good 
keyboard player is always the treasure of the group, since keyboard can easily help the 
group follow each new musical idea by providing harmonies. If there were a teaching 
assistant position available for the course, an ideal choice would be a piano student. 
             Only a couple of students had some jazz background, and most of them were 
classically trained musicians, but as the group played more and more together, we built 
our own style, and built our own language system.  
             During those four semesters, we gave over twenty performances in Lexington, 
including three performances through the “Outside the Spotlight” series. The ensemble 
also successfully played on the main stage at the International Society for Improvised 
Music 2014 Conference at the New School in New York City.  
              More importantly, many students from the ensemble told me how much they 
enjoyed the course and appreciated the opportunity to participate in all the classes and 
performances. After our concert at the International Society for Improvised Music 
Conference, the violin player in the ensemble told me that he never thought he could have 
that much fun playing with an improvisational group. The class session to which he 
	 37	
forgot to bring his violin became a turning point for him: it was in that session that he 
started to appreciate sounds from other musical instruments, as well as sounds from daily 
life. 
              Based on my experience with the University of Kentucky Free Improvisation 
Ensemble, I have some guiding principles for people who might be interested in building 
a college free improvisation ensemble:  
              1. Start to perform freely improvised recitals on campus on a monthly basis 
before turning in the course proposal. It will be helpful for recruitment. More importantly, 
it demonstrates what good free improvisation music sounds like. 
              2. Spend some time with students after class and make friends with them. 
              3. Sometimes, you can ask the students to lead the classes and performances 
themselves, for this will help the group find its own sound and form its own style. 
              4. Find a reliable keyboard player for the group. 
              5. Record each class and performance, and share the recordings with the students. 
Every single class and performance is unique, and students can always benefit by 
studying the recordings. 
              6. Give the ensemble opportunities to perform often both on and off campus. 
              7. Work hard on fund-raising to support recording sessions and tours. 
              8. In addition to its official name, give the ensemble a name that every member 
loves. For example, the University of Kentucky Free Improvisation Ensemble is also 
called “FreeK.” 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION 
This thesis targets six problem areas that new free improvisers often encounter, 
which I call “six initial hurdles”: imbalance between technique and music, incorrect 
understanding of limitations, imbalance between rationality and emotions, lack of 
enthusiasm, inability to view criticism as a source of creativity, and misunderstanding of 
mistakes and risks. I have proposed a theory as to why these problems happen with new 
improvisers with Nietzsche’s open-sea metaphor: like the sailors on the open sea who 
have no land to return to, improvisers who are free to play without any fixed rules can be 
terrified by the immense possibilities ahead. Following the theory, I suggested some 
exercises that may help overcome these hurdles. My understanding is that the 
fundamental reason why new improvisers encounter these problems is that they have yet 
to fully appreciate the newly found freedom for improvisers. The improviser’s freedom 
involves freedom from pre-composed music and fixed rules, as well as freedom to create 
structures and express novel ideas. The goals to achieve and the corresponding exercises 
are summarized in the following chart. 
 
 
Table 2 Goals and Exercises 
Problem/Hurdle to 
Overcome 
Goals to Achieve Suggested Exercises 
Imbalance between 
Technique and Music 
Understand how technique and 
music function differently. 
1) Try a different way to 
practice: practice and 
meditate.  
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Table 2 Goals and Exercises (continued) 
  2) Compare pre-composed and 
improvised pieces.  
3) Play in the dark and let the 
music flow.  
4) Make music from one single 
note. 
Incorrect Understanding 
of Limitations 
Think beyond limitations and 
transform them into 
opportunities of creativity. 
1) Play a solo with only one 
finger/one string/one breath.  
2) Play a solo with unfamiliar 
“instruments.”   
3) Play in a group.  
4) Play a solo within an octave.  
5) Variations on a single note.  
Improvise sonically. 
Imbalance between 
Rationality and Emotion 
Self-mastery: plan well and 
express well. 
1) Analyze a transcribed piece of 
improvised music and list 
options of transitions.  
2) Listen to a piece of music 
from the emotional point of 
view.  
3) Improvise in a limited time 
frame. 
Lack of Enthusiasm Understand the charms and 
power of free improvisation. 
Cultivate playfulness and urges 
to communicate. 
1) Play with names.  
2) Play the ugliest sound 
possible and see what happens 
next.  
3) Solo based on randomly 
picked topics.  
4) Play in the dark to see if you  
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Table 2 Goals and Exercises (continued) 
  sound differently.  
5) Paint with sound.  
6) Smell the sound.  
7) Form a free improvisation duo 
and meet regularly.  
8) Enter conversation as you play 
together. 
Inability to View 
Criticism as a 
Source of 
Creativity 
Cultivate positive attitude toward 
criticism. Deal with self-criticism 
properly. 
1) Play a continuous solo and no 
matter what happens, keep it 
going. 
2) Improvise a piece and reflect on 
areas of improvements only 
afterward. 
3) Collect and summarize 
comments. Improve accordingly 
when you improvise a new piece. 
Misunderstanding 
of Mistakes and 
Risks. 
Transform mistakes to 
opportunities of music-making. 
Take risks together as a group. 
1) Improvise after a few bars from a 
piece of pre-composed music. 
2)  Improvise on a new motif. Start 
with the ugliest sound possible 
and make music out of it.  
3) Start a new idea from “mistakes.”  
4) Find a friend to interrupt your 
playing and continue from there.  
5) Improvise on “prepared” musical 
instruments.  
6) Switch among different musical 
instruments during performance.  
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Teaching free improvisation was challenging but also fun. Two years’ teaching 
experience at the University of Kentucky was an unforgettable journey for both the 
students and myself. In every single class and concert, we discovered new sound, new 
musical structures, and new combinations of different instruments. We not only learned 
to improvise and share stories together, but also became friends because of the power of 
improvisation. The exercises I used in class were created based on observations and 
interactions with students during classes and performances. And they actually helped the 
students reach an advanced level. The University of Kentucky Free Improvisation 
Ensemble was invited to perform at the International Society for Improvised Music 2014 
Conference at the New School in New York City as the only student group.  
In recent years, people have become more and more aware of freely improvised 
music. At the University of Kentucky School of Music, some students chose to put an 
improvised piece in their recitals to make the whole program more diverse, and some 
brass players wisely added an improvised piece between two challenging works to give 
their lips some “rest.” The University of Kentucky Trumpet Ensemble played group 
improvisation as the final piece in one of the 2014 recitals under the director of Dr. Jason 
Dovel, and it turned out to be a great success. In the period instrument classroom, the 
University of Kentucky Baroque Trumpet Ensemble even improvised freely as a group 
during the rehearsals.  
In the world of classical music, free improvisation also has its stage. On October 
18, 2015, the China National Center for the Performing Arts Orchestra performed 
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Sibelius’s Symphony No. 2 under the baton of the great European conductor Leif 
Segerstam, and I was lucky enough to sit onstage. To everyone’s surprise, the encore of 
that concert was a “conducted improvisation.” The audience loved it, and the musicians 
onstage enjoyed that magical fifteen minutes as well.  
After I left the University of Kentucky in fall 2014, the Free Improvisation 
courses were not offered anymore due to budget cuts, but the ensemble, now called “Four 
A,” is still playing. For quite a while, I did not understand where this name came from, 
and later I was told by the percussionist from the group that this name “Four A” was 
actually “For Ray.” They appreciated what they learned from the courses and missed the 
time when we explored new music together. I was deeply touched by the name “Four A,” 
which encouraged me to keep promoting free improvisation wherever I am.  
The main contribution of this thesis, I hope, is to give those who may want to start 
a university free improvisation ensemble some hints based on my two years’ teaching 
experience at the University of Kentucky. The key is raising awareness of the 
improviser’s freedom and emphasizing the importance of playing for fun as a solution to 
their problems. I tried to justify the use of exercises/games as a pedagogical tool from 
both practical and theoretical perspectives: those games are effective, and they are 
effective because they help improvisers understand how to appreciate and enjoy their 
freedom. By identifying the root of problems and employing appropriate tools, new 
improvisers can become free, better, and happier musicians.  
I highly recommend serious readers join the International Society for Improvised 
Music. It provides news in the “society,” useful website links, conference information, 
newly released albums, and contact information for many excellent improvisers from all 
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over the world so that interested improvisers can easily get in touch with one another and 
even play together.  
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PART II 
Program Notes for Compositions Performed in Recitals 
          February 21, 2011                                                         Solo Recital 
 
 
 
          November 9, 2011                                                         Chamber Recital 
 
 
 
          December 10, 2012                                                        Solo Recital 
 
 
 
March 29, 2013                        Concerto performance with University of Kentucky 
Symphony Orchestra                   
 
 
 
          March 25, 2015                                                                Lecture Recital 
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PROGRAM I: February 21, 2011 
 
Graduate Recital 
 
Rui Li, Trumpet 
Raleigh Dailey, Piano 
 
 
February 21, 2011, 7:00pm 
Recital Hall, Singletary Center for the Fine Arts 
 
 
1. Earthquake 
 
 
 
 
2. Bamboo 
 
 
 
 
3. Candle’s life 
 
 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Doctor of 
Musical Arts. 
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Program Notes 
 
For a recital like this, it is barely possible to compose program notes that tell the life 
history of the musical pieces to be performed. What I am trying to convey through this 
recital is my own life, which has been constructed, reflected upon, reconstructed, and 
expressed through my musical experience. Music sounds more authentic than words, for 
language may sometimes cheat us, hide meanings, and alienate us from ourselves, 
whereas music does not. There will be no concerti, no sonatas, and no composed music. 
In this recital, I am sharing a story with you, a story of myself.  
Since I was a child, music has been a part of my life. But as I grew up, the 
original love and enthusiasm for music seem to be lost in endless auditions, competitions, 
and efforts to meet graduate requirements… There are a few moments in life, though, 
when I feel like a musician:  
…Sang a love song for my mom.  
...The first time that I pick up my trumpet.  
...The night following my graduation day at Peking University. Waving farewell to my 
four precious years and to my classmates, I took out my trumpet and played at the 
balcony of our dorm.  
...When the new church building was dedicated, I played hymns with tears in my eyes.  
...Free improvisation with Dr. Raleigh Dailey at UK.  
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Earthquake 
This piece is dedicated to the living and the lost, especially people who suffered from 
earthquakes.  
On May 3, 1996, a magnitude 6.4 earthquake struck Baotou, my hometown in Inner 
Mongolia, China. Although not the most devastating, the earthquake swallowed many 
souls. Fortunately, I was able to survive, but the months of aftershocks and panics that 
followed would have lingered through my entire life if my father did not start me playing 
trumpet that afternoon following the earthquake. It was the music that comforted me.  
There are some things in our lives that we do not want to face. But the attempts to 
hide them from ourselves and the efforts made to erase them from memories are doomed 
to be in vain. Perhaps someday, we will be endowed with the courage to look into the 
deep pain in our hearts and to render traumatic memories blessings for both others and us. 
Having been comforted, we may be able to comfort those with the same pain. Having 
experienced the fragility of life, we may be humbled to cherish life and our loved ones.  
Fifteen years have passed. This experience has become a treasure in my life. 
Today, I want to share with you this precious memory and my gratitude for all.  
(Dear Baby, if you can survive; Please remember I love you! —A very last phone 
message from a mom in the 2008 Wenchuan earthquake)  
 
Bamboo 
Bamboo: my favorite plant.  
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Bamboo shoots: one of my favorite dishes.  
Chopsticks: They’d better be made of bamboo...  
Guess what? Pandas love bamboos more than I do!  
 
 
 
Candle’s Life 
I dedicate this song to my dad, and the people who have given and are still giving me 
love.  
How do we measure a candle’s life?  
What is left when a candle’s life is finished?  
How do we measure our life? From our own cry at birth to others’ weeping at our death? 
What will be left when our life comes to an end?  
In this piece, I will seek the answers through musical dialogues representing memories 
and reflections of different stages in life. As the candles burn out, we may, or may not, 
get some answers.  
 
Instrument List:  
Piano, Trumpets, Piccolo Trumpet, Flugelhorn, Ocarinas, Stones, Paper, Water, Voice 
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PROGRAM II: November 9, 2011 
 
Graduate Recital  
 
Rui Li, Trumpet & Flugelhorn 
Rebecca Wilt, Piano 
Josh Dargavell, Trombone 
Rob Barns, Double Bass 
 
 
Wednesday, November 9, 2011 
7:30–9:00pm 
Memorial Hall at the University of Kentucky 
 
 
Playing Love                                                                                     Ennio Morricone 
                                                                                  (b.1928) 
 
Trumpet Concerto in Ab major                                                         Alexander Arutunian 
                                                                                          (1920–2012) 
 
Pastorale: Trio for Trumpet, Trombone, and Piano                           Eric Ewazen 
                                                                                     (b.1954) 
 
Breath under the Mask                                                                      Rui Li 
                                                                                   (b.1984) 
 
 
The Castle in the Sky                                                                         Joe Hisaishi 
                                                                                    (b.1950) 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Doctor of 
Musical Arts. 
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Program Notes 
 
Ennio Morricone, Playing Love 
 
Having written music for more than 500 cartoons, TV series, and 70 award-winning 
films, Ennio Morricone has been recognized worldwide as a leading film composer of all 
time. In 2007, Morricone received the Academy Honorary Award for his magnificent and 
multifaceted contributions to the art of film music. So far, Morricone has won three 
Grammy Awards, two Golden Globes, five BAFTAs during 1979–92, ten David di 
Donatello, eleven Nastro d’Argento, two European Film Awards, the Golden Lion 
Honorary Award, and the Polar Music Prize in 2010. 
Playing Love is the theme of the famous movie The Legend of 1900, also called 
The Pianist on the Ocean, composed by Italian composer Ennio Morricone. The original 
soundtrack was a five-minute free improvised piece on piano. Later, the composer 
rearranged the piece for solo trumpet and piano, which has given the work much greater 
dynamic range and color. For more dramatic color contrast, the first theme is played on 
flugelhorn and the second theme on trumpet one octave higher. 
 
Alexander Arutunian, Trumpet Concerto in Ab major 
Alexander Arutunian, also known as Arutiunian and Arutunyan, is ranked as one of the 
most important Soviet/Armenian composers. A professor at Yerevan State Conservatory, 
he was recognized with many awards for his work, including the Stalin Prize in 1949 and 
People’s Artist of the USSR in 1970, as well as numerous honors from his homeland of 
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Armenia.  
Alexander Arutunian’s Trumpet Concerto in Ab major has been one of the most 
performed works in the trumpet repertoire. Composed in 1950, this work has five major 
sections: Andante—Allegro energico; Meno mosso; Tempo I; Meno mosso; Tempo I 
Coda (with cadenza). The great Soviet trumpet soloist Timofei Dokschitzer was the first 
artist to record this piece and has made this virtuoso showpiece win international praise. 
The second Meno mosso part was marked as “muted,” and after Dokschitzer’s recording 
became so popular in the trumpet world, many trumpet players choose to use cup mute, 
following him. But more players have decided to use other mutes, including wooden 
straight mutes and fiber straight mutes. Soloist Jens Lindeman even suggests using 
flugelhorn on this session, since it can melt the audience’s heart with the sonic change 
and the visual aspect of reaching for a second instrument. 
 
Eric Ewazen, Pastorale: Trio for Trumpet, Trombone, and Piano 
Composer Eric Ewazen was born in 1954 in Cleveland, Ohio. A recipient of numerous 
composition awards, his works have been commissioned and performed by orchestras, 
chamber ensembles, and soloists all over the world. He studied composition with Samuel 
Adler, Milton Babbitt, Warren Benson, Gunther Schuller and Joseph Schwantner at the 
Eastman School of Music, Tanglewood, and the Juilliard School, where he received his 
DMA. Ewazen has been a member of the faculty at the Juilliard School since 1980. 
Eric Ewazen has composed a great number of works for brass instruments, 
especially trumpet, and the chamber works for trumpet all became staples of the 
repertoire. He has closely collaborated with trumpeter Chris Gekker during Gekker’s 
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years at Juilliard. Gekker’s warm tone color and gentle personality have inspired Ewazen 
a lot. Soulful melodies have made Eric Ewazen’s Trio for Trumpet, Trombone, and Piano 
a showpiece for trumpet and trombone players to show off their flexibilities throughout 
the range and beautiful tone color. The original version of this piece was the second 
movement of Ballade, Pastorale, and Dance for flute, horn, and piano, which was 
composed in the winter of 1992–93 and premiered at Aspen in July 1993.  
 
Rui Li, Breath under the Mask 
The Chosen Vale International Advanced Music Seminar in summer 2011 turns out to be 
a source of inspiration for “Breath under the Mask,” especially after studying/playing 
with Markus Stockhausen. This work tries to improvise on self-dialogue through which 
one finds the true self and freedom. Hence, “breathe under the mask.” 
       Quote from “Actor” by Hsi Muren, a Chinese poet: “I am only an actor/casting my 
own sorrows/on the stories of others.” In the vanity of vanities, sometimes only tear and 
sorrow could bring us to self and truth. We tend to hide behind masks so as to cover up 
whatever we deem as weakness with the hope to please others. However, after unmasking 
ourselves, we might be surprised. We have nothing to lose but our chains; we have more 
than a world to win. 
  
Actor 
By Hsi Muren 
  
Beauty and love, 
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Splendor and compassion, 
Yes, they are mine, but 
Do not be fooled. 
Beneath the façade of beauty 
Is a soul of an actor. 
  
So please don’t 
Sympathize with my mourning or 
Grieve over my acting. 
My dear, beware: 
I am only an actor 
Casting my own sorrows 
On the stories of others 
  
A lot of contemporary drama elements can be found in this work.  
  
Mov. 1, Breath 
  
Movement starts with heavy and irregular breath sound, followed by solo flugelhorn. It’s 
the first self-talk, and journey starts here. 
  
Whence did I get the mask that I have been wearing? 
Who is it that put the mask on my face? 
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I could hear my own breath while 
Trying to breathe, 
Or, to groan, 
Or, to lament... 
  
…… 
  
There is something called “Freedom”! 
  
Mov. 2, A Rainy Day  
  
Movement is accompanied with the sound of rain and thunder; starts with solo bass, 
followed by muted trumpet, ocarinas; it’s a self-talk, a conversation between the brain 
and the heart. 
  
Several note sets are used in this movement; performers improvise based on the sets they 
picked up. 
  
My heart is ardent; 
My breath is heavy; 
O thunder, deafen me so I can hear my heart. 
O rain, cool my heart so I can breathe. 
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     There is something called freedom… 
  
Mov. 3, Dice 
  
     The form of this movement is often called chance music: music in which some 
element of the composition is left to chance, and/or some primary element of a composed 
work’s realization is left to the determination of its performer(s). In this movement, music 
is produced after playing dice. Each number of the dice represents a different instrument, 
a different musical idea. 
  
Note sets are selected from Pi: 
3.1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751 
05820974944592307816406286208998628034825342117067 
98214808651328230664709384460955058223172535940812 
          …… 
     My legs, take me to freedom. I’ll follow your lead. 
      
     A throw of dice would set me free, I thought.  
But nowhere on the six sides could I find a sign for freedom.  
What else can I get from a die except self-deception and illusion? 
 I have been searching for freedom, only to find myself breathing under masks. 
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Mov. 4, Whose Me Are You? 
  
This movement is the final introspective section of the piece, flugelhorn solo with looped 
track. The idea is to scan all the possible thoughts, experiences in my head about 
freedom, but I still couldn’t figure out where it is. It has been a long journey trying to find 
freedom, but with the mask on, I came back to the starting point. 
  
    Facing a mirror, ask the one in the mirror, “Whose me are you?” What kind of answer 
can I get? What kind of answer shall I expect? 
  
I was lost while trying to find a breath of freedom. 
Who are you? 
Who am I? 
…… 
Whose me are you? I ask myself. 
     
Mov. 5, Mask Off 
  
Heavy Breath, noise, came again. 
And finally, the Mask was taken off! 
     
“Hi, Ray!” 
“Hi, Ray!” 
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Joe Hisaishi, The Castle in the Sky 
 
Japanese composer Joe Hisaishi is known for his movie scores since 1980s, and The 
Castle in the Sky is one of his most popular works. The main theme has been arranged for 
various solo instruments and is especially favored by Asian traditional woodwind players. 
In summer 2009, Chinese ocarina player Zilei Zhou made a digital accompaniment for 
solo ocarina in C, and I have arranged it for solo flugelhorn based on that version. 
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PROGRAM III: December 10, 2012 
 
Graduate Recital  
 
Rui Li, Trumpet & Flugelhorn 
Raleigh Dailey, Piano 
Chenxi Jin, Visual Arts 
 
 
December 10th, 2012   3:30pm 
University of Kentucky, Fine Arts Library, Niles Gallery 
 
 
Rui Li, Improvisations with Visual Arts and Olfactory Art 
 
 
Part I: Story started on C  
 
Part II: Soldier’s Tale  
 
Part III: A tribute to Chosen Vale Seminar 
 
Part IV: Smelling the notes 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Doctor of 
Musical Arts. 
 
 
 
Program Notes 
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“The only antidote to destruction is creation…Precisely because the standing of posterity 
is so tenuous, art is now more relevant than it has ever been. I mean not just art but 
artfulness: playfulness, seriousness, connectedness, structure, and wholeness. And heart.”                    
                                                                                                       –Stephen Nachmanovitch 
 
“Music produces a kind of pleasure which human nature cannot do without.”                   
                                                                                                                             –Confucius 
 
 
Collaborating with visual artists in a free improvisation setting has been on my wish list 
for a long time. Luckily, a couple of months ago I met Mr. Chenxi Jin, who has years of 
experiences making creative painting. This program is based on his paintings under the 
title “The Soldier’s Tale.” 
The art of arrangements of smells received by human olfactory organs is called 
olfactory arts. Without real images, one can still be aware of the existence of smells. With 
suitable arrangement, olfactory arts, like visual arts and auditory arts, may form another 
type of art and increase the variety of arts in the 20th century. Smells include natural ones 
of flowers, fruits, leaves, woods, grasses, roots, and bodies, and artificial ones of 
chemical perfumes. Composer K. Stockhausen used perfumes in several performances, 
and those performances have been milestones in contemporary music history. The very 
last piece will be a combination of olfactory arts, improvised story, and improvised music. 
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PROGRAM IV: March 29, 2013 
 
Graduate Recital 
 
Rui Li, Flugelhorn 
Lucia Marin, Conductor 
With University of Kentucky Symphony Orchestra 
 
 
March 29, 2013   7:30pm 
Concert Hall, Singletary Center for the Fine Arts 
 
 
 
Nightsongs for Flugelhorn and/or Trumpet                                         Richard Peaslee 
                                                                                         (b.1930) 
 
 
This recital is presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree Doctor of 
Musical Arts. 
 
 
Program Notes 
 
 
 Richard Peaslee, Nightsongs (1973)  
Born in New York City, Richard Peaslee is an eclectic composer who has written 
extensively for the theater in New York, London, and Paris. Other than theater works, 
Peaslee’s concert works have also been performed by orchestras, chamber ensembles, 
and soloists worldwide, most notably the Philadelphia, Detroit, Seattle, Milwaukee, 
Indianapolis, and Buffalo symphony orchestras. In jazz, his numerous works for big band 
have been played by William Russo’s London Jazz Orchestra, the Chicago Jazz 
Ensemble, and the Stan Kenton and Ted Heath Orchestras, and by soloists that include 
Gerry Mulligan.  
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Mr. Peaslee received his undergraduate degree in music composition from Yale 
University, and later a diploma and a Master of Science degree from the Juilliard School. 
He has also studied privately with Nadia Boulanger in Paris and William Russo in New 
York and London.  
His awards include the American Academy of Arts and Letters Marc Blitzstein 
Award; Obie, Drama Desk, and Villager Awards; as well as NEA and NYFA 
Fellowships. 
 
Nightsongs by Richard Peaslee has been one of my favorite trumpet works since the first 
time I listened to the live recording by the great Phil Smith. It’s a great honor for me to 
perform this work with University of Kentucky Symphony Orchestra with my dear friend 
Lucia Marin conducting. The piece was originally composed for flugelhorn and trumpet, 
but I prefer the tone color and flexibility on flugelhorn, so I chose to use flugelhorn for 
the entire piece.  
 
After winning the University of Kentucky Symphony Orchestra concerto competition in 
January 2013, I sent Mr. Peaslee an email asking for his inspirations for the composition, 
and was excited to get this email back the next day:  
Dear Mr. Li, 
Many thanks for your letter regarding my piece, Nightsongs, and congratulations on 
winning the concerto contest. I include a short program note about the piece and a little 
background info. All good wishes on the performance, I hope that the evening goes well.  
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Nightsongs was written in 1973 for Harold Lieberman, a leading concert and studio 
trumpet player in New York City. It was first performed in Carnegie Recital Hall that 
same year. In one movement with four contrasting sections and a return to the opening 
material, the first and third sections attempt to exploit the darker lyrical qualities of the 
flugelhorn. The second and fourth sections use the brighter, more agile qualities of the 
trumpet. 
 
The inspiration was, as usual for me, the opportunity and a deadline! 
Best wishes, 
Dick Peaslee 
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PROGRAM V: March 25, 2015 
 
Lecture Recital  
 
Rui Li: trumpet 
Raleigh Dailey: Piano 
University of Kentucky Free Improvisation Ensemble 
 
March 25, 2015   7:30pm  
University of Kentucky, Fine Arts Library, Niles Gallery 
 
 
A Lecture Recital on Free Improvisation Techniques 
 
Part I  
 
Free Improvisation with Pianist Raleigh Dailey  
 
Part II 
 
How I Started as an Improviser 
 
Oral Tradition and Important Techniques 
 
Part III 
 
Free Improvisation with University of Kentucky Free Improvisation Ensemble 
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